
OPPORTUNITIES

Currently, the tutorial is quick and 
unobtrusive, but may not provide the 
guidance needed for Eric to connect 
his first Element or create his first 
Formula

It may be helpful to remind Eric of his 
time savings by using Cloud 
Elements 

While use of forms is standard, this is 
an area for education and trust 
building with the user

The three points identified in sign on 
can be better reflected after sign up 
in our orientation and education

Unify multiple sources of 
documentation to provide clarity 
around software 

Provide documentation up front, 
integrated into main site may 
emphasize the value of the site and 
limit confusion   

Communicate early in process how 
unified code benefits developers

Communicate early in process 
potential time savings of CE 
Integrations

THOUGHTS

“ It’s helpful to have an example I can 
structure my thoughts around.”

“It would be helpful if a tutorial like 
this was way more front and center. I 
need something that walsk me 
through the process so I can 
understand what the service does 
and how I can use it.” 

“I feel like these pages all say the 
same thing. This paragraph about 
Elements has been on the past three 
pages. “

“API docs doesn’t seem right. I’ll 
Google it.”

“What is an Element? What is a 
formula? There’s no explanation!” 

“I need a high level mental model of 
how this works. Are there instructions  
anywhere, or some sort of diagram?”

“I’m not sure this will make things 
easier. I’m not interested in learning 
one more “shortcut” that doesn’t pan 
out.“

“I know how integrations work. This 
will take me a lot of time to 
complete.”

TUTORIALEXPLORATIONINFORMED OF CECODING

Returns to docs to 
continue reading

Action

Practices integrating 
Element and builds formula

Action

Finds Article on First 
Integration at ‘docs’ site

Action

Goes to API Docs, then 
googles CE Tutorial

Action

Looks for a Use Case to 
clarify the setup

Action

Action
Goes to docs to learn 
terminolgy and get started

Clicks links to search for 
high level orientation

Action

Completes login, verifies 
email

Action

CTO informs Eric of move 
to Cloud Elements

Action

Searches for unique code 
for each integration 

Action

Benefit of integrating 
through CE still unclear

Problem

Verification takes him 
away from the site

Problem

Documentation is 
decentralized

Problem

Multiple sites with distinct 
information/ purposes

Problem

Language creates a barrier 
to comprehension

Problem
Education and orientation 
is not immediately evident

Problem

Lack of familiarity with 
Cloud Elements 

Problem
Coding integrations is 
time consuming

Problem

ANNOYED

HAPPY

Cloud Elements Onboarding Journey Map
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